Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Begin Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: What is the status of the runabouts?  Are they ready to begin collecting and deploying the satellites?

Host CO_Valar says:
::In the Infirmary checking on the Admiral's condition::

CTO_Marek says:
::On the Bridge of the Cutlass going through the weapon grid analysis::

LtJG_Lewis says:
::In security::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
::In Sickbay waiting to be released from the good Doctor's care::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: They’re making final preparations now.

Host CO_Valar says:
Admiral: How are you feeling this morning, Sir?

Civ_Cook says:
::Heads towards the Cutlass Bridge after taking his thing to his room::

XO_Hicks says:
::On the Cutlass Bridge, performing systems checks::

CTO_Marek says:
::Completes the weapons inventory::

CNSToni says:
::In the crew’s gym, doing push ups, working off, Chocolate Mousse::

Host CO_Valar says:
::Looks at the Admiral’s bio readings on the display screen::

CMO_Tae says:
::Checks the Admiral's vitals::

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: Acknowledged, please inform me when they're ready.  ::Goes back to scanners::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
Valar: Fine, just fine.  ::Gives a glance to Tae::  Although a bit lonesome for stories.

CMO_Tae says:
::Grins sheepishly::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks around in Main Engineering, looking over the latest reports:: Self: Looking good so far.

Host CO_Valar says:
Admiral: Did the Doctor tell you any stories?

Civ_Cook says:
*CO* Sir, the Cutlass is fully supplied for our mission.

FCO_Sundar says:
::At the helm of the Cutlass going over the navigational systems::

CTO_Marek says:
*CEO* Did you receive my memo about the computer interface at my quarters?

OPS_Kerst says:
*CEO* Are all the satellites loaded on the runabouts?

Host CO_Valar says:
*CIV* Acknowledged.

CSO-Temal says:
*CEO* How are the satellites, I trust they all passed the final inspections?

Civ_Cook says:
::Arrives on the Bridge of the Cutlass and stands near the back looking around::

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
Valar: Nope, no stories.  ::Looks around::  Dr. Tae:  Are you going to let me go anytime soon?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks to the Main Systems Display, looks over the reports on the U.S.S. Cutlass:: *CTO* Just a moment ago.  Sorry, I’ve been busy.

Host CO_Valar says:
*OPS* Have all senior officers report to the Cutlass immediately and prepare for departure.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Downloading some new and improved ship maneuvers::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.

CNSToni says:
::Finishes exercises and heads for quarters::

CMO_Tae says:
Admiral: I'm just finishing up checking your vitals, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
*OPS* Aye, Sir.  Ensign Chad handled that early this morning.

OPS_Kerst says:
COMM ALL: All senior officers report to the Cutlass for immediate departure.

Host CO_Valar says:
Admiral: We are preparing to depart for Demimonde V.  There is an unidentified vessel approaching the planet and we have orders to investigate.

CSO-Temal says:
::At the Cutlass’ science station performing diagnostics on the main deflector dish and the sensor arrays::

Civ_Cook says:
XO: Sir, is there any thing I can be doing before we depart?

CNSToni says:
::Takes quick sonic shower and prepares to board the Cutlass::

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Finishes reports and walks out of security::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: The runabouts are all set to go. They should be leaving the station within 15 minutes. We should beam to the Cutlass now.

XO_Hicks says:
CIV:  Are all the food stores in place?

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
Valar:  How much longer is it going to be until those new satellites are in place?

Civ_Cook says:
XO: Yes, Sir, we are fully stocked and ready.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Hears the COMM, gets his toolkit and his Engineers and heads to the U.S.S. Cutlass:: *OPS* We’re on our way, Sir.  Randy, out.

Host CO_Valar says:
Admiral: I must leave you in the good hands of our medical staff.  I am pleased you are recovering nicely.  The satellites will be launched very soon, Admiral.  Please do not worry.

CTO_Marek says:
::Finishing his diagnostic routines:: *CO* Tactical inspection aboard the Cutlass is finished, Sir. Everything is checked.

CSO-Temal says:
::Scans for the alien ship::

Host CO_Valar says:
*CTO* Acknowledged.  I am on my way.  ::Leaves the Infirmary headed for the docking bay::

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Goes to turbolift:: Computer: Ops.

CNSToni says:
*CMO* As soon as I board the Cutlass, I will meet you in Sickbay to help with your inventory.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Monitors runabouts from the Cutlass::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Randy and his team of Engineers enter the U.S.S. Cutlass.  He directs his teams to their stations and he heads to the Bridge::

CTO_Marek says:
::Setting last adjustment on the long-range tactical sensors and focusing it on the mysterious alien ship::

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Turbolift stops at Ops and he exits::

CMO_Tae says:
*CNS*  Okay.  I'll meet you there.

Host CO_Valar says:
::Walks through the airlock and across the gangway and enters the Cutlass.  Enters turbolift::  Bridge.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Starts to upload some personal flight programs into the computer::

CSO-Temal says:
::Reads status report::

Host CO_Valar says:
::Exits turbolift onto the Bridge:: All: Report!

Civ_Cook says:
::Walks around the Bridge looking at the different systems::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Sir, the alien ship's ETA to this system is ten minutes.

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Checks to be sure things are secure then goes to a docking bay headed for the Cutlass::

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

CMO_Tae says:
Admiral: You're looking good, Sir.  I think you can leave if you want.

CEO_Corjet says: ::Turns to Valar:: CO: All systems fine Sir.  

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Rushes to the Cutlass::

Host CO_Valar says:
CEO: Acknowledged.

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
Dr. Tae:  Thank you, my dear.  ::Turns to leave and then stops::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: The runabouts Rhine, Thames, Nile and Amazon are loaded with the new satellites and are preparing to depart for Demimonde V.

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: You will need to adjust our speed to warp 8 when we clear the outer markers.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Tactical is operating at 100%, Sir.  Awaiting further commands.

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
Dr. Tae:  Next time I'm here I want a story.

Civ_Cook says:
::Turns and looks at the CO:: CO: My checklist is complete.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Tell them to hurry.

FCO_Sundar says:
CO: Yes, Sir.

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Enters the Cutlass::

CNSToni says:
::Walks to the gangway, looks around to see other crew boarding the ship.  Enters, checking for a hand weapon:: Self: Ready for whatever.

Host CO_Valar says:
CIV: Acknowledged.

CMO_Tae says:
Admiral:  I'll see what I can come up with.  Hopefully you won't have to come back, Sir.  ::Grins::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks to the Engineering console and activates it::

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Enters turbolift:: Bridge.

Host Adm_Ferrone says:
::Smiles and nods the carries on his way heading to his quarters::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Aye, Sir, they're doing pre-flight start-up now. I believe the Cutlass is ahead in launch order though.

CTO_Marek says:
*Lewis* I would like to have you here in the Cutlass Bridge.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Once the satellites are deployed we can activate the grid immediately.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Acknowledged.

Civ_Cook says:
CO: I am going to head to Sickbay and see if I can be of some use down there, unless you have something for me to do.

LtJG_Lewis says:
*CTO* On my way, Sir.  Be there in 10 seconds.

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks out of Sickbay and heads for the turbolift::

Host CO_Valar says:
CIV: Very well, Lieutenant.

CTO_Marek says:
*Lewis* Right, Lieutenant.

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: Is everyone aboard?

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Turbolift stops at Bridge and he exits::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Checks the systems of the Cutlass with a level-2 diagnostic, just like he planned with his team of expert Engineers::

CNSToni says:
::Enters turbolift:: Bridge

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Reporting as ordered, Sir.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: We are waiting for the CMO, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
::Boards the Cutlass::

Civ_Cook says:
::Exits the Bridge and heads for Sickbay::

FCO_Sundar says:
::going over flight patterns ::

CSO-Temal says:
::watches chronoton levels, expects no trouble::

CTO_Marek says:
Lt Lewis: Fine. Lewis. I would like you to be my assistant during this flight.

CNSToni says:
CO: CNS Toni reporting for duty, Sir.  If you do not need me on the Bridge, may I report to Sickbay to help CMO with her inventories?

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks into Sickbay::

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Aye, Sir.

Civ_Cook says:
::Enters Sickbay:: CMO: I was wondering if you needed any help, I am not finding much to do.  I am Donnie Cook, nice to meet you. Doctor.  ::Extends hand::

CMO_Tae says:
CIV: You're free to help me if you want to.  Kara Tae.  ::Shakes his hand::

CTO_Marek says:
Lewis: I assume you know I assigned the Delta Squad as reinforcement aboard the Cutlass?

Host CO_Valar says:
CNS: Very well, proceed.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: We have clearance to launch from Kootenai.

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: You've picked the best in Starfleet, Sir.

Host CO_Valar says:
ALL: Prepare to launch.

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Take us out, thrusters only until we clear the outer markers.

CTO_Marek says:
::Stands at attention at the tactical console::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles and turns to Valar:: CO: All Systems still fine, Sir. ::Turns back to continue his work::

CSO-Temal says:
::Holds onto a nearby wall in case it's a bumpy ride::

Host CO_Valar says:
CEO: Acknowledged.

FCO_Sundar says:
CO: Yes, Sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Monitors the ship’s systems::

Host CO_Valar says:
::Sits down in the command chair::

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Takes position near the turbolift door::

Host James says:
Action:  Admiral Ferrone meets with the Klingon Ambassador while everyone else is away on the Cutlass.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Begins to maneuver the ship away from the station. Steady as she goes::

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Begin scans of the system.

Civ_Cook says:
CMO: I hear you took care of me during my little, well lets call it a misfortune?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sends a message to CTO Marek that says: "Marek, sorry for the cancellation of our dinner.  Maybe we can have it when we return to the Koot"::

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Keep an eye out for that vessel.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Still has sensors locked onto the alien vessel::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir. The long-range sensors are focused on it.

CMO_Tae says:
CIV: That's my job.  ::Smiles::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Turns the ship and starts to move slowly to the outer markers::

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: As soon as we are within range, I want full scans of the vessel.

CNSToni says:
::Stops by quarters, dumps carry on satchel::

Civ_Cook says:
CMO: So what can I help you with?

CTO_Marek says:
::Reads the incoming message from CEO and smiles::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over his console that has all the critical and backup systems on it.  He reaches for the back-up activation button and pauses:: Self: Not yet.

CMO_Tae says:
CIV: There isn't much to do here either but inventory has to be checked.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Shall I try hailing the ship?

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Folds arms::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: The alien vessel's ETA is now three minutes until entering the system.  If you wish, Sir I can launch a probe so we can get scan results in quicker.

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Not yet.

CTO_Marek says:
Lewis: What do you think about this ship?  ::Shows him a tactical report containing the latest tactical data::

Civ_Cook says:
CMO: Well, I have nothing else to do so I can do that then.

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Very well, proceed.

CMO_Tae says:
CIV: Go right ahead.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Orders his teams of Engineers to their stand-by positions.  While keeping a close eye on the ships critical systems::

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: Remember that they may not be advanced enough to answer our comm.

CSO-Temal says:
::Prepares a class-4 probe, loads it into a torpedo bay and launches it toward the alien vessel::

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Nice little ship.

FCO_Sundar says:
CO: We have cleared the outer markers.  Engaging warp 8.  ::Takes the ship to warp 8::

Civ_Cook says:
::Picks up a PADD with the list on it and begins going over the inventory:: CMO: How long have you been on the station?

CMO_Tae says:
::Shrugs:: CIV: Ever since I graduated from the Academy.

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: Actually I thought of that. I studied up on early transmission methods. One of those might work. For example: a modulated signal on an EM carrier wave.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Runs a series of automated diagnostics on all critical systems once again:: Self: Still looking good.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: We may wish to try a low band radio frequency to communicate.

Civ_Cook says:
CMO: How long has that been?  I assume you enjoy it here?

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: Very well, proceed.

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Makes sure his type II phaser is secure at his side::

CTO_Marek says:
Lewis: So far, it doesn't show any trace of weaponry systems.  But we must alert.

CSO-Temal says:
XO: Sir, we could try sending older versions of communications to them, in the hopes they understand.  Such as a Morse code type message.

CMO_Tae says:
CIV: I'm not exactly sure.  And yes, I do like it here.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Modulates communication array to send radio frequency::

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Never know about some aliens.

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: Let's try the EM carrier wave.

Civ_Cook says:
::Moves to the next drawer and keeps going down the list::

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Learned that on the Comanche and Elara under Cmdr. Mitchell.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Orders his engineering team to be prepared for the worst::

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: I've reconfigured the comm system.  Shall I try hailing them?

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: We don't know if they have a translation.

CTO_Marek says:
Lewis: That's why I'm glad to have you here, Lewis.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Captain, the alien vessel is slowing down, Sir.

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: ETA to Demimonde V?

XO_Hicks says:
OPS:  Yes, proceed.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to Kerst:: OPS: How are things going.  Do you need any help with anything. ::Smiles::

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

FCO_Sundar says:
CO: ETA: 1 minute, Sir.

Civ_Cook says:
CMO: Ah, I am glad you enjoy it here.  I am still trying to adjust to the station life.  It is really different than being on a ship.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Sir, we have begun attempts to communicate.

CSO-Temal says:
XO: I am sure they would have some sort of translator, though your plan will probably be fine, Sir. ::Watches sensors::

CMO_Tae says:
CIV: How so?

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sets comm unit to emit standard hail on several frequencies of the radio spectrum.

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Thank you, SIR!

CTO_Marek says:
::hears CSO:: ::runs a new scan over the ship and still nothing;;

CNSToni says:
::Putting PADDS in desk drawers and making notes on computer about new Ideas for therapy::

XO_Hicks says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

CSO-Temal says:
::begins running full active scans of the alien vessel::

Civ_Cook says:
CMO: I don’t know it is kind of hard to explain, when you are on a station you are in one place the majority of the time, but on a ship you are always on the move.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Listens to what’s happening on the Bridge.  Runs level 3 diagnostic on the Main Computer. :: Self: Hmm.

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: Acknowledged.

OPS_Kerst says:
::resets comm unit for continuous broadcast across entire EM band::

CMO_Tae says:
CIV:  I see.  But stations get just as much action as ships do, I can assure you of that.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Turns to the CO:: CO: Sir, we have arrived at the coordinates.

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Status of the vessel?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Boost the power to the scanner arrays, hoping to get better reading from them::

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Very well, all stop.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: The ship appears safe to approach, no detectable signs of danger.

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: No response to our hails. I'm trying a hail on all frequencies.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Sir, The alien vessel seems not to be a threat to the Cutlass, Sir. It doesn't show any trace of active weaponry system

Host CO_Valar says:
OPS: Do we have a visual?

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

CNSToni says:
::Turns on ship wide comm link and heads for Sickbay::

XO_Hicks says:
All: Yellow alert, raise shields.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Puts the ship on main viewer::

FCO_Sundar says:
CO: Yes, Sir.  ::Brings the ship to all stop::

CTO_Marek says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Setting yellow alert status::

Civ_Cook says:
CMO:  I hope so and plus I think I kind of miss being the counselor a little also.  I enjoyed setting down with someone and talking with him or her and helping them through their tough times.

Host CO_Valar says:
::Looks at the view screen::  CSO: Life signs?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Runs diagnostic on the ship’s communications systems and watches the automated Yellow Alert diagnostics::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Scanning, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
CIV: That's always a good trait to have.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Continues to modulate hail, hoping for a response::

Host James says:
Action: The alien vessel, a massive construct, appears on screen.  It is rusted and damaged.

Civ_Cook says:
CMO: So, what lead you to become a Doctor?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to look at the view screen for a moment, then goes back to his console::

OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: It's huge.

LtJG_Lewis says:
::In awe of the size::

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: What do you make of that?  ::Looks closely at the view screen::

CTO_Marek says:
CO/CSO: I think it's time for sending a class-3 probe, Sir.

CNSToni says:
::Enters Sickbay, sees CIV talking to CMO, stands by::

FCO_Sundar says:
::Looks at the view screen ::

CMO_Tae says:
CIV: I'm not exactly sure.

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: Perhaps it's on autopilot?

XO_Hicks says:
CO: She's a big one, Sir.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: It's slowing down even more, Sir and I'm reading massive life signs.

Civ_Cook says:
::Finishes with one area and moves to the next, about 1/4 down the list:: CNS: Counselor.

CNSToni says:
CMO/CIV: How are things going here?

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: What kind of life signs?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs slightly as he saw the damage to the alien vessel:: *EO Chad* Get some of your crew ready, we have a damaged ship here.  I might need you to make some repairs.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Man would I hate to fly that thing::

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: Maybe the crew is in stasis.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> *CEO* Aye, Sir.  Chad, out.

Host James says:
Action:  It is apparent the ship is leaking some sort of fluids or gases from several areas but nothing too severe.

Civ_Cook says:
CNS: I am just helping the Doctor with her inventory.

CSO-Temal says:
CTO: A probe is already out.

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks at Toni:: CNS: Pretty good.

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: What is it they are venting?

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Shall I prepare an away team?

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: That would make sense with a sub-warp ship. Have the crew in stasis until they reach their destination.

CSO-Temal says:
::Orders the probe near the gas and scans it::

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: Agreed.

Host CO_Valar says:
XO: Hold off for a few minutes on the AT.

CNSToni says:
CMO I trust you stocked with some of the most fascinating poison antidotes this trip?

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Checking, Sir, though it doesn’t seem to be dangerous whatever it is.

XO_Hicks says:
CO: Will do, Commander.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Adds long and short-range sensors to his console.  Scans the ship.  Sees that its old and degrading:: Self: Hmm….interesting.

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Do we have an identity on the life signs yet?

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Mayor damage can be observed over the ship surface, Sir.  ::Scanning:: I can't tell if they were caused by weapons fire.

CMO_Tae says:
CNS: Always.  ::Grins::

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Goes to Tactical station 2::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Tries to adjust the scanners for maximum reading on the alien vessel:: Self: I hope this works.

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: No response to any of our hails. They either can't hear us or won't respond.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: The computer is still running through the database to find matches.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Doesn’t have a good feeling about this ::

CNSToni says:
CIV: I noticed in your last memo that you were thinking about seeing me for a particular reason?

Host CO_Valar says:
::Stands and walks closer to the view screen::  OPS: Nothing on your hails?

Civ_Cook says:
CNS: Antidotes, why do we need fascinating antidotes?  ::Looks confused::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: No, Sir.

XO_Hicks says:
OPS: Acknowledged, keep trying just in case.

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: It's approaching the planet.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: The gas is composed of many elements, including: hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles as he continues to adjust and fine-tune the scanners::

CMO_Tae says:
::Almost laughs at Cook's confused expression::

Host CO_Valar says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

CNSToni says:
CIV: We never know what we may come across and it is best to be prepared, agreed?

Host CO_Valar says:
CTO: Can you lock a tractor beam onto it?

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Working on that, Sir

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: How are the runabouts doing in deploying the satellites?

Civ_Cook says:
CNS: I have always wondered what it would be to set on the other side of the desk during a session.  Agreed I was just wondering if the Cutlass had ever came across something that required antidotes and you where making a pun

CTO_Marek says:
::Taps on the console:: CO: Sir, I have a tractor lock.

CEO_Corjet says:
CSO: Temal, I've been trying to increase the resolution on the scanners.  ::Continues his attempts::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Checking, The runabouts are at the planet now and starting to deploy the new satellites.

Civ_Cook says:
::Moves to the next drawer and checks the rest of the supplies::

CTO_Marek says:
Lewis: Could you identify the marks over the ship’s hull?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles as his attempts work, chuckles to himself::

CSO-Temal says:
*CEO* Acknowledged

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Scanning.

Host CO_Valar says:
FCO: Back us away from the planet.  Not too far.

CNSToni says:
CIV: Well, for instance, if you had cooked Venereen and some crewmember was allergic, I mean if you had asked chef to prepare it.

Host James says:
Action:  The vessel begins entering orbit, staying well above the ionosphere of Demimonde V.

CSO-Temal says:
::Forwards results from the life sign scans to the Captain's terminal::  CO: Life sign scan complete, the data is already sent to you, a large file.  ::Checks on the satellites' status::

FCO_Sundar says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Starts to move the Cutlass away from the planet, tractoring the vessel::

CNSToni says:
CIV: No, I make no pun, just making sure our Doctor is very prepared, for the unknown.

Host CO_Valar says:
::Walks back to the command chair and looks at the bio readings on her terminal::

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Sir, it looks like the marks may be simply damage due to space travel.  ::Checks scans again::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Listens in on the conversations, wonders why the alien ship is here.  Quickly snaps out of it as he remembers his duties::

CTO_Marek says:
::Can read the life form traces on the ship:: Lewis: This is interesting.

Host James says:
Action:  Everyone on board the Cutlass can hear a faint grumbling sound.

Civ_Cook says:
CNS: So about these sessions, when would you like to do it?  I understand now about the antidotes, I just thought they where standard to stock them so I was wondering why you where asking.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Brings the ships to all stop::

OPS_Kerst says:
Self: What the…?

CMO_Tae says:
::Hears something::

Host CO_Valar says:
All: What is that grumbling sound?

LtJG_Lewis says:
CTO: Without known weaponry, it may not have deflectors either.

CNSToni says:
::Looks around as she hears a grumbling sound::

FCO_Sundar says:
Self: What’s that?

LtJG_Lewis says:
CO: I hope that was my stomach.

CMO_Tae says:
::Frowns::  CNS/CIV:  What the heck is that?

Civ_Cook says:
CNS/CMO: Do you hear that?

OPS_Kerst says:
::Scans systems for malfunctions::

Host CO_Valar says:
::Looks at Lewis:: So do I.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Smiles, remembering how great the dinner was.  Frowns as he hears a rumble::

CSO-Temal says:
::Checks sensor log::

CNSToni says:
::Listens to her comm link to the Bridge::

FCO_Sundar says:
All: Well, I haven’t eaten anything but it cant be me.

Host CO_Valar says:
All: Report!  What is that noise?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks closer at his console, trying to figure out what’s going on:: XO/CO: I’m not sure at the moment.  Checking status.

FCO_Sundar says:
::Starts to look around::

CTO_Marek says:
Lewis: At least it doesn't seem to be a menace.  ::Trying to identify the cause of grumble::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Checking, Sir....

XO_Hicks says:
OPS/CSO:  Can we get a fix on the origin of the sound?

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: Scanning systems now, we don't appear to be causing it.

LtJG_Lewis says:
::Double checks scans and tractor systems::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Grumbles and starts to check the systems with a level-3 diagnostic::

Host CO_Valar says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<  Pause Kootenai Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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